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Tepminology-Sqgported Translation
Bilingual and multilingual terminology data banks (term banks) have
proven to be an effective aid to computer-supported translation.
However, sane translation problems are more amenable to term bank
assistance than others. The most resistant translation problem and,
ironically, the fundamental problem which translation term banks are
intended to alleviate has been that of identifying precisely that
translation or those translations which are admissible target language
(TL) equivalents for a given term in a source language (SL) text. This
is compounded by the related problems of homonYJT!Y and polysemy with the
SL term and synonYJT!Y with the TL equiValents.
Heretofore the principal method of narrowing the list of all potential
translations for a SL term to the list of legitimate alternatives in a
given context has consisted in filtering out irrelevant translations on
the basis of data associated with each translation. The selectional
criterion chosen most often is the subject field or fields of the
translations. Other selectional filters are based on source and
reliability indicators in term bank entries. In applications where SL
texts undergo a linguistic analysis, potential term translations are
sanetimes screened by their part of speech or some other grammatical
feature.

The problem of translation identification for a single term generalizes
to the problem of sublanguage determination for a particular text. It is
more than trivially true that there are as many ~ritten sublanguages as
there are texts. This is manifest in the practical problem of specifying
a translation lexicon for every doctnnent at the time it is processed.
SUblanguage determination is compounded when a translation organization
must deal with texts of diverse subject matter. In the past most
organizations have had to choose between two alternatives: either they
could concentrate all of their terminology holdings in one comprehensive
file, or they could divide them among many specialized files. The former
solution promotes the sharing of terminology work, but it requires
greater coordination of effort. The latter solution allows differing
disciplines greater independence, but it entails sane duplication of
effort. The several specialized files may be smaller than the single
comprehensive file, but their collective size will inevitably be
greater.
Pooling
Sane organizations have developed initial capabilities for pooling or
~encing in order to deal with the translation identification!
sublanguage problem. Pooling refers to the creation of internally
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cohesive subinventories, or pools, of a data base. For maximum econ~
of storage space and management time, pools should be kept as disjoint
as possible. Nevertheless, duplication of keys (SL terms in a
translation term bank) in separate pools is both possible and desir~e
when the data portions of the records (lists of translations and the
associated fiches in this case) are different. The least efficient use
of storage space and management time is attained when distinct pools
contain a sizeable portion of coIilIlOn keys and records. This is easily
remedied by creating a new pool from their intersection and deleting the
redWldant entries from the original pools.
Term pools are organized by fWlction and may reflect any classification
the sponsoring organization finds useful. At the very least they ought
to be distinguished so as to reflect the common or igin of a group of
terms and the administrating body which is responsible for their
continued developnent and maintenance. Originating and administrating
bodies may be as comprehensive in their audience as a standards
organization or a terminology vendor, or they may be as restricted as a
company division or even an individual translator.
In order for pooling to aid in translation identification, pools sho~d
reflect a domain of application. Applicational domains may be as broad

as a branch of science or a technical field, or as narrow as a campmy
product line or a chapter in a particular operations manual.
Pools may be created which bear a special relationship to one or more
other pools. The most common relationship between associated pools
involves a base pool which is generally satisfactory for the purposes it
was designed to serve and a (generally much smaller) IIDdifying pool
which contains emendations and omissions appropriate for a more
specialized envirornnent. Examples of modifying pools include SL and TL
dialect pools which preempt standard language pools, and custanerdefined pools which override vendor-supplied pools.
Two or more pools may be designed to complement one another in sane way,
effectively constituting partitions of a larger whole. Unlike base and
modifier pools, complementary pools may occur in any order in an
applications sequence (since they do not share keys). They are
exemplified by general core and increment pools with membership
determined by term frequency.
Term pools may also be defined according to their intended use, current
status, or life expectancy. For example, they may consist of relatively
permanent and carefully reviewed terms, or they may comprise more
Wlproven and temporary formulations. The former are typified by pools
containing proper nouns of all sorts, the latter by pools for working
translations, an extreme (but not farfetched) example being a
translation pool created for a particular document, translator and
session.
TO achieve the competing goals of security and general accessibility in
a term bank, users may be assigned one of three access privileges for
each term pool L"l the bank: read/write, read-only (with which access a
user may copy data automatically into a read/write pool), or no-access.
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Most computer systems have good protection capabilities, and this kind
of individualized access privilege can easily be implemented by way of
protected user profiles. A user may never be granted a more IX'Werful
access than his privilege permits, although he is free to accept a
lesser access.
Conventional term banks with term source and subject field indicators
are not necessarily equivalent to term banks made up of term pools. The
former classifications are descriptive in nature: the latter are
organizational and can encompass terms of varying origins and domains,
as the pools are independent of descriptive groupings. Conventional term
~s can, however, be broken into term pools on the basis of internal
descriptors. Nevertheless, while agreement between term bank assignment
and internal descriptive classification may be desirable in some
contexts, it is never required. The best example of the use of pooling
with a translation term bank today is that of the TEAM system of Siemens
AG.
Sequencing
Segyencing refers to the ability to specify (and access) a logical file
made fran an ordered string, or sequence, of pools. The set of keys fran
the logical file corresponds to the union of the key sets of the
individual pools. The logical record associated with any logical key is
the physical record with the same key in the first pool in the sequence
which has that key, that is, logical keys are associated with physical
records of pools in a sequence on a first-hit basis.
The object of sequencing is the creation of logical files specifically
tailored to the application at hand. Two basic features make this
possible: 1> the ability to access a select battery of pools and 2) the
ability to order these pools by their task rele~ance. Typically, pools
in a sequence are ordered from most specific to most general, although
coordinate pools may be chained together if an· application calls for it.
Pool sequences are of two types: those in which all pools are granted
read-only access and those in which one or more of the pools are
permitted read/write access. It is desirable in interactive applications
to be able to modify every logical record inmediately. Consequently, the
read/write pools in sequences are always grouped at the front, so that
modifications to their records take precedence over existing records in
the read-only pools. This two-level access allows an end user to
override translation decisions which are inappropriate in his context
but which he is not authorized to change, and to do so as he encounters
then in his work.
Another advantage of pooling and sequencing is the extreme versatility
they provide in logical file specification. In a conventional framework
a user has only as many logical files as he has physical files. The
formula for the number of different logical files which can be created
with pool sequencing <ignoring rea~ (and write variations in accessing
the pools) is given by Total = ~r:..~
mPi' where m is the number of
available pools, n is the maximum nl.IlIl6er of pools permitted in a

'",")
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sequence, and mPi is the number of permutations of m things taken i at a
time (mll (rn-i) !). For a pool count of 20 and a sequence maximum of 10,
for example, this yields 757,822,000,000 distinct sequences. While only
a few hundred would probably ever be used, this is still considerably
more than the original 20.
Once its sequence is specified, an applications program is granted one
of three modes of record retrieval: single, multiple or composite. In
single-record mode, data is retrieved solely from the first sequenced
pool in which a term appears. This is the usual mode for translation
assistance routines. In multiple-record mode, data is made available
from any of the sequenced pools in which a term appears. This is the
mode used in file maintenance routines. Composite-record mode is a
special case of multiple-record mode in which a data complex is
constructed from the full set of sequenced pools in which a teen
appears. It is used in few applications, one example being programs for
multi-pool terminology review. Strictly speaking, pool sequenc~
penni ts only single-record retrieval; the other two modes are used
principally in maintenance and support programs, less in end-user
applications.
Pool sequencing can be" implemented in a number of ways. One sanewhat
intuitive implementation calls for each pool to be stored in its a.m
file. This provides flexible storage options, and it minimizes the need
for multiple read/write access to any one pool. Its principal drawback
is that it requires the generation of key files for each sequence, and
it imposes restrictions on the accessibility of component pools once a
sequence key file has been generated.
Another implementation intermingles records from different pools in a
common data base. This eliminates the problem of key file generation,
because all accessing is accomplished through the data base keys.
However, it increases the need for multiple read/write accessing, and it
concentrates all of the term bank holdings in one large file. This om
pose real, practical problems, as human and machine translation systans
supported by term banks tend to be very storage-intensive.
The principle of preferring one translation over another on the basis of
some feature associated with them (usually a subject field) has been
applied in many systems. The full system of pool sequencing as described
here was developed py Ray Arbizu, steve Richardson, Merle Tenney, Steve
Howes and others at the Translation SCiences Institute of Brigham Young
University in 1980. The BYU system utilized separate pool files with
independent key files for each sequence and supported single- and
multiple-record retrieval. Pool sequencing variations have since been
implemented at weidner Communications and ALP Systems. The Weicher
system follows the data base approach and allows single- and multiplerecord retrieval, while the ALPS system is based on the separate file
approach and permits single- and composite-record retrieval.
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Terminology AQPlicatigns
The principal motivation for pooling and sequencing lies in their use in
direct aids to translation. However, the benefits they offer vary with
the use to which they are put. Computer aids to translation are of two
basic types--batch and interactive. Batch aids include the generation of
subject and source glossaries, the production of text-related
glossaries, and automatic machine translation. Interactive aids include
text editing with translation lookup, text editing with translation
prompting, and interactive machine translation.
Qle useful application of pool sequencing lies in the area of
translation adaptation for language variety (dialect or register). For
example, a standard English--standard Spanish term pool could be
superceded by an Australian English--standard Spanish pool, a standard
English-Chilean Spanish pool, or even an Australian English--Chilean
Spanish pool. Pool sequencing is also useful in overriding a base pool
to reflect the special terms and translations required by a particular
translation user. This is especially true for free-lance translators and
translation houses who serve many different clients, each with his own
distinctive terms and preferred translations.
without a doubt the most important use of pool sequencing in
canplter-supported translation lies in the area of oocument tailoring.
Mrj logical file may be made to fit a document perfectly if its leading
pool is dedicated to that doctnnent. This doctnnent-specific pool may be
prepared in a ntnnber of ways. The doctnnent may be previewed
automatically to turn up terms missing from the pools deSignated for the
translation sequence. Furthermore, translations for terms found may be
evaluated for their curent applicability, and, if necessary, different
translations may be entered into the doctnnent pool in their stead. This
terminology preview may be conducted by a terminologist, a translator
supervisor, a single translator or a group of t,ranslators assigned to
the same doctnnent. In interactive applications the doctnnent pool may be
altered as it is being used, and, OWing to· its careful preview and
verification, it can be a great asset in maintaining the more permanent
term pools.
<

As pooling and sequencing improve the capabilities of translation aids,
so they enhance the performance of the term bank maintenance procedures

which support then. Dictionary developnent utilizes multiple-record
retrieval so that the terminologist or translator may base his work on
any existing version of a term record in his working sequence. The
trailing pools in his sequence may be relatively permanent manbers of
the term bank, for example, pools which would normally back up the
leading pool in translation sequences. They may also correspond to pools
added to the term bank tenporarily for the express purpose of comparison
with the leading pool, for example, pools covering the same ground as
the leading pool but prepared elsewhere.
As stated above, individual oocument pools can be a valuable resource to

pools of a more general and permanent nature. The same is true of
individual translator pools. If a more general pool is intended to be
the inmediate backup of one of these, then it may be compared against
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the more specific pool periodically to identify and consider potenti~
changes. Similarly, the next more general backup may be checked aga~
the first, and so on. Once a general pool is updated to reflect
improvements in a more specific pool, the specific pool can be review~
in the context of these changes to see if its entries should then be
deleted, retained as is or changed further. In this fashion,
improvements made to any pool should be propagated upward and downward
as far as is appropriate. If these reviews are carried out
consCientiously, the pools will achieve greater exactness and curr~
while minimizing redundancy. Thus, a well:- run term bank is more a living
organism than it is a static repository.
The practice of pooling enables sane merge options that would not
otherwise be possible. Traditionally, merging two files creates a third,
which is in some sense their union. Unfortunately, if two keys have
different data, then the data of one is kept and that of the other is
lost. With pooling, the result of merging two pools is not one pool
more, but five: two for terms belonging to one pool but not the other,
one for common terms having identical data, and two for common teIJIIS
with different data. This not only preserves the original information,
but organizes it and prei:ares it for subsequent review. This facility is
required when a pool. '(prepared by a vendor, say, or an organizational
branch at a remote site) is maintained at one location, but copies are
sent to other locations and new releases are issued periodically.
Print routines may access pool sequenes in any of the three record
retrieval modes. Consequently, they are able to produce worksheets of
terms invol ved in the dictionary developnent and merge applications
described above. Tenninologists and translators may use these worksheets
in preparing for tenn bank maintenance sessions at a video display
tenninal, or they may choose to do all of their work-evaluation and
data entry-at the terminal.
Translation tenn banks have many secondary applications which can be
accomplished better with special-purpose logical files made possible by
pool sequencing. Included among these applicatiOns are dictionary and
glossary publication, language planning and standardization, and foreign
language instruction.
Strengths

~

Weaknesses

There are sane drawbacks to the use of pooling and sequenCing with
translation tenn banks. For one thing, unless they are managed carefully
the number of pools could multiply inordinately. As pools are
proliferated, the potential for redundant entries and duplicated effort
increases. This is more a problem of management, though, than it is of
design.
In many systems, one kind of file is dependent on another kind. For
example, idiom translation files are related to word translation files,
or multilingual terminology files are related to supplemental
monolingual files. In such cases, the problems of pointing between files
are compounded. This is so because what is desired is a pointer to an
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unspecified logical file record, whereas the only records available are
found in a collection of physical pools which mayor may not be used in
a given application.

In the beginning of this paper we suggested that pool sequencing was an
alternative to the subject labels and taxonanies, selectional
restrictions and documentation, and other analytical procedures used in
addressing the translation identification problem. This is not totally
true. Pool sequencing may reduce the number of translations to one in·
many cases, but it will not do so in every case. For example, in a
oamputational context, the term ~ may require translations for 'small
amount' as well as for 'binary digit' (although probably not for 'drill
head' or 'I'OOuthpiece'). It is at this point that the above-mentioned
selectional procedures would be invoked to further restrict the set of
appropriate translations. While pool sequencing does not completely
remove the need for selectional mechanisms, it does mitigate that need.
On the positive side, there are a number of considerations which argue
for the use of pool sequencing. There is an improvement in the
identification of translations pertinent to the terms in a given text.
This is especially important in interactive translation aids, where
paging through irrelevant translations is both annoying and
tirne-conslUlling.
Akin to this is the tremendous flexibility permitted in logical file
construction. with pool sequencing, it is not necessary to put all
terminology records in a single, large file which is marginally suited
to all applications but well suited to none. Nor is it necessary to
create separate, overlapping files for each applicational domain. Pool
sequencing realizes the advantages of the second approach, but it
minimizes the amount of duplication and thereby reduces the overall
storage requirements.
One of the greatest advantages of p:>el sequencing is the organization
and management it brings to terminological data. In a field where
individual organizations number their terminological holdings in the
millions and neologisms are estimated to expand the vocabulary by 5%
every ten years, this must be an important consic1eration. With the
improvement in organization and management corne improvements in the
mutually opposing areas of security of controlled terminology and
general access to terminology.
Finally, with pool sequencing it is a simple matter to add term pools
fran an outside source to those already present in a term bank, with or
without a detailed review. This increases the portability of terminology
resources and promotes their sale and exchange among terminology
holc1ers.
We feel that pool sequencing is a logical next step in the use of term
~s with computer-supported translation, a step which addresses real,
present needs, and a step which, once taken, will make the succeeding
steps clearer in their turn.
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